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      President’s Page ..... 
Rain at last! As I type this, I can hear my broms sucking in the moisture that has 
hit them in the past 12 hours from the storm that we had overnight. It has 
been a very long, hot summer, and the rainfall has been very patchy across our 
region. I hope that your garden has not suffered too much – it is heartbreaking 
to see stressed plants. 
 
We have articles in this issue of Bromlink on the topic of exhibiting our 
bromeliads and succulents. The aim is to look forward towards 2019, when we 
will be hosting the national bromeliad conference. We hope that, by having 
these sorts of articles, plus our monthly Put Your Best Plants Forward popular 
vote competition plus the judged competitions that will start soon, our 
members will see that everyone has some plants that can be shared with 
others via the competition bench. I’ll bet that you can find more than one plant 
in your garden that others would love to see. So have a go! Join in! 
 
We are very fortunate to have access to a wide range of excellent guest 
speakers. Look at the list of people in this issue who are very happy to present 
at our meetings. They help us achieve one of the aims of the GCSBS – to 
increase our knowledge of the plants that we grow. Thanks to everyone who 
has suggested people that we can approach to present to us, and thanks to 
Narelle Aizlewood for organising the program. If you know of other speakers, 
please let us know. 
 
Gardening is a great hobby in so many ways, and our GCSBS caters for a small, 
but growing, niche area in that hobby. Many people have bromeliads in their 
gardens without knowing what they are; that’s OK. We can help them 
overcome that lack of knowledge! I am seeing more visitors to our Saturday 
sales/meetings and shopping centre displays/sales, and more articles 
promoting the use of bromeliads in gardens. The May 2016 issue of Better 
Homes & Gardens has a good article on this topic. But let’s always remember 
that it is a hobby, and we should have fun doing it. 
 
Someone said to me recently that our motto should be Pride & Harmony. Pride 
in what we grow and in our GCSBS. Harmony in how we participate in our 
hobby and in our GCSBS. It is a hobby, not a job. The GCSBS is a social activity, 
not a lonely retreat from other people. Every Saturday meeting afternoon, I go 
home exhausted but excited at the atmosphere that I felt around the room. 
Let’s find even more ways to have fun with bromeliads and succulents! 

            
           John Hodgkinson   
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Exhibiting Bromeliads at Shows 
SOME SUGGESTIONS FOR EXHIBITORS 

Before the judges even view the plant(s) 

exhibited in the show, every plant there 

has been judged by the plant’s first and 

most critical judge, THE EXHIBITOR, who 

selected it and deemed it worthy of 

competition.  This section is written for 

you, the exhibitor, without whom there 

would be no need for judges and shows, 

to help you wisely evaluate what plants 

constitute your best entries, and to 

show you how you can increase their 

chances of winning. Photo: Neoregelia ‘Julia’ exhibited by Jennifer Laurie (1st place) at the 

26th March PYBPF Competition. 

 

Judges begin their evaluation of a plant by assessing condition.  Condition is considered 

under Cultural Perfection and simply means that the actual physical state or appearance of 

the plant at the time of judging is evaluated.  Under Condition, judges penalize: artificial 

plant shine; mechanical injury; bruising; immaturity; age; weather damage; insect damage; 

soil and uncleanliness of foliage, bracts, or pot; torn or brown-tipped edges; dried or old 

florets; cracked, dirty, salt-stained or algae-stained pots; pine needles, oak or other leaves 

protruding from cups; over grooming, such as trimming of leaves with no finesse, and lack 

of trimming of brown tips on leaves when, and if, needed. 

The expert exhibitor can do much to improve and refine the appearance of his plant in 

advance.  Start at least two weeks before the show and evaluate the possible entries.  Look 

at the plants critically to find one that has symmetry, good sheen to its foliage (if 

applicable), clear, rich colour and 

markings, and is of a size and 

appearance that conforms to the 

description of that particular species 

or hybrid.  Is it centred in the pot? 

Does a pleasing proportion exist 

between the size of the plant and 

the size of the pot?  If not, repot it 

into something suitable, or set the 
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pot into a larger one and cover the rim of the old pot with mix.   

Photo lower section previous page:  Neoregelia ‘Lorena Lector’ exhibited by Jen Burrows 

(2nd place) at the 26th March PYBPF Competition. 

Is the pot clean and intact?  Is there damaged foliage?  If so, can it be trimmed carefully so 

that the conformation of the plant doesn’t suffer? For example, if it’s a plant with white 

margins and you have to trim so many leaves to such a degree that very little white margin 

remains, conformation obviously suffers and you’d do better to take another plant to the 

show.  If leaf damage is relatively minor, use small scissors and trim the leaf so that its new 

shape resembles the leaves of that variety.  Never cut bluntly across or to an extreme, 

unnatural form.  Try to be a good barber and make your trimming as inconspicuous as 

possible. Do the trimming the day you enter the plant so that the trimmed portion doesn’t 

appear brown for judging. 

 

Be sure to wipe off the leaves, especially the dark, shiny, thin leaved varieties.  Hose them 

well to be sure they are soil and dust free.  Be sure that all spray residue is removed.  Check 

to see if there is any “fauna” aboard.  This includes scale, mealy bugs, fungus, caterpillars, 

grasshoppers, snails, slugs, and even the “friendlies” – the frogs and lizards.  If your plants 

live out under the trees, pick out all the needles or leaves from between the bromeliad 

leaves and remove those protruding from the cup.  Long stainless steel tweezers are 

invaluable here.  They are available from surgical supply houses. They are also available 

from Pet Suppliers in the Aquarium section.  As the inflorescence opens and ages, the old 

florets and bracts that are now brown and shrivelled should be removed. 

 

Many a blue ribbon is lost on the road 

to the show by the exhibitor who 

doesn’t take the time to pack his plants 

properly to prevent mechanical injury 

from a sudden turn or bump on the 

way.  Pack your bromeliads carefully and 

tightly to prevent overturning.  Don’t 

bend or crease the leaves.  Plant sleeves 

of paper or plastic are a good 

investment, and can be purchased from 

a nursery.   Place like plants together – 

spiny leaved with spiny leaved; smooth 

leaved with smooth leaved. Photo: Billbergia hybrid exhibited by Marjorie Bullen at the 27th 

Feb PYBPF Competition.                                
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Sometimes a problem arrives that perplexes the owner.  Suppose you have a plant beautiful 

in every respect, but on one of the inner, centre leaves there is a big hole the size of a 

quarter.  To remove it or to trim the leaf back to almost nothing would ruin the symmetry of 

the plant.  To leave it …well…there’s that hole looking at you.  What to do?  Usually if plant 

form and symmetry will be impaired, it’s better to leave the hole.  The most points you 

could lose would be three, and by taking it off you’d probably lose more.  Another problem 

is deciding what bottom leaves should be trimmed and which should be removed in their 

entirety.  Use your hand or a piece of paper and visually block out the leaf in question 

before removing it, for once gone it can never be replaced.  A few trimmed and artfully 

reshaped leaves may cost you a point or so; a major gap that exerts a negative influence of 

symmetry will usually result in a 3 – 4 point loss.  Therefore, carefully evaluate each leaf 

before removing it.  Once the decision to remove the leaf is made, be sure to remove it 

completely and not leave a residual stub.  If several leaves at the base of the plant are 

removed and the caudex is exposed, repot the plant lower in the pot, or in a new pot to 

hide the “light” or “white” area.  Remember, the number of points deducted per flaw is 

based on the total number of leaves per entry. 

Photo: Neoregelia ‘Random Red’ 

exhibited by Jen Burrows ( 2nd place ) at the 27th Feb PYBPF Competition. 

 

Another thing that is often of concern is size.  Of course, if ALL THINGS are equal, the plant 

that is bigger will win.  Exceptions to this are plants that have rank growth of long, floppy 

leaves usually resulting from insufficient light, and plants that are so grossly, coarsely 

oversized from over fertilization that they are not typical of the variety.  Remember, 

conformance to the standard for that variety or cultivar, good cultural perfection, symmetry, 

brilliant, clear colour and well defined markings are more important than just size.  If you 

must choose, take the perfect plant that is perhaps a little smaller than a large, poorly 
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developed one. 

 

Make out your entry tags several days before the show.  Be sure that you fill out all of the 

required information on the tag – legibly.  Give yourself enough time to get to the show so 

that you can drive slowly and not jar the plants.  Enlist someone’s help to open doors and 

help you get your plants into the show area safely.  Once your plants are entered and 

classified, the Placement Committee will place your plants on the table or hang them.  Be 

sure that all tank types have water in their cups, particularly the blooming Neoregelias.  

They always score higher when the cup is filled.  If you have an artistic arrangement, you are 

allowed to put it in its designated area yourself.  Be sure to place the entry tag at exactly the 

angle from which you want the arrangement judged.  Remember that the judge is required 

to stand three feet back from the arrangement to judge it, so that some mechanics within 

the design will never be seen. Photo: Tillandsia 

fasciculata ‘Eric’ exhibited by  Greg Aizlewood 

(1st place)  at the 27th Feb PYBPF Competition. 

One final word on COMPETITION.  Everyone 

who enters a plant on the show table hopes to 

win, and in every class some of these hopes will 

be unfulfilled.  When you win, be gracious and 

accept the sincere applause of your peers.  

When you lose, be a good sport.  Don’t attack 

the judges’ eyesight, prejudices, parentage, and 

fairness.  Be gracious, congratulate the winners, 

and make up your mind to beat one and all next 

year.  If you feel you have a legitimate, unexplained error, look for the Judges’ Chairman and 

if your complaint is justified, the mistake will be rectified.  Sometimes a decision will be very 

close and you may receive a red ribbon when you truly feel your plant deserves a blue.  

Before you explode, carefully assess all your entries throughout the show.  Are there a few 

blue ribbons which in your heart you felt were probably reds, and which would only earn 

blues if you were lucky?  Most judges sincerely want to award as many blue ribbons as 

possible.  They want to be considered fair and knowledgeable, and invited back next year.  

So be a good competitor and don’t harden your arteries, or tear up your stomach being 

stressful over an award.  This is your HOBBY and there’s ALWAYS next year. 

  

Retyped from the Handbook for Judges, Affiliates & Exhibitors of the Bromeliad Society 

International. 

For your information from Narelle Aizlewood 
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Show Time Preparation for Cacti and Other 
Succulents  by  Cactus Kate 

 
Competing in a judged show is exciting, educational and rewarding.  To compete 
successfully you must learn about the plants you are exhibiting eg. their correct names, 
cultural likes and dislikes – just an extension to joining a plant specific society like our own 
GCSBS. 
 
Did you know that all Cacti are Succulents but not all Succulents are Cacti?  It would be 
great if at our show we could have a specific category for ‘Cacti’, not just assorted categories 
for 'Succulents'. 
 
So what is a Cactus?? 

1. Cacti seedlings have two cotyledons (leaves). 
2. Cacti fruit are a single celled berry. 
3. All Cacti have areoles where the spines and most flowers grow from. 
4. Flower petals arise from the top of the fruit. 
5. Cacti are always perennial. 

 
  
What the judge will be looking for,  
out of 100 points  - the criteria is as 
follows: 
 
30 points for General Growth, Spine 
or Leaf Formation: Nice even 
growth; no bulging, shrinkage or 
elongation in growth due to lack of 
light. 
 
20 points for Condition: Spines, 
leaves, hair and flowers should be 
clean and undamaged and no sign of 
pests or disease. 
 
10 points for Form: Cacti should be 
true to type/species. 
 
10 points for Balance: Cacti should 
be in the centre of the pot & 
columnar plants upright and 
unsupported. 
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10 points for Maturity: Flowering is a good sign of maturity. A small plant is not necessarily 
a young/baby plant. 

 
 
10 points for Presentation: Clean, 
undamaged pot; surface dressing e.g 
pebble; pot should not overwhelm the 
Cacti and Cacti should be named. 
 
10 points for Flowering: A Cactus in 
bloom will receive the full 10 points. 
Dead flowers and seed pods are worth 
a few points too, though keep an eye 
out for moulds and bugs taking up 
residence in dead flowers! 
 
The 'points' criteria is abbreviated from 
the Australian Horticultural Show & 
Judges Manual produced by the 
Australian Horticultural Judges 
Association Inc. 

Photo above: Haworthia limifolia variegata Spiral Form exhibited by Peter Wright (1st place) 
at the 26th March PYBPF Competition.  

 

Photo above left: Mamillaria plumosa exhibited by Noreen & Peter Wright (1st place)                                  

at the 27th Feb PYBPF Competition 

Photo above right: Mamillaria bocodana exhibited by Gavin Braden (2nd place)                                       

at the 27th Feb PYBPF Competition  
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From Marjorie Bullen 28/4/16 
Since our April meeting a comment made to me has caused the need for me to write.  The 

comment was that some members think ‘something is going on in our society’. 

Let me assure everyone that this is not the case. 

What has taken place previously, as unfortunate as that may be, is all there is. End of story! 

We now have the opportunity to work together in harmony with a positive attitude. 

The future happiness of all members is, I am sure, at the forefront of our committee’s 

thoughts & aims. 

Let us get on with growing & learning with a caring, sharing attitude. Let’s get together & all 

will be fine. 

We have a big goal ahead to achieve the best convention yet. This will take a lot of thought, 

energy, time & money. Let’s get on with it! 

Your caring member & friend, 

Marjorie Bullen 

 

 

  

     Bromeliads for Sale      

 

Margaret Lucas has hundreds of bromeliads for sale! 

 There are many different genera which have been lovingly 
collected over many years. 

 Unfortunately Margaret is now forced to sell her collection due 
to ill health. 

Please ring Margaret on 0419 797 405 for sales 

& further information  
 

 

LETTER TO THE EDITOR 
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UPCOMING SPEAKERS FOR OUR GENERAL 

MEETINGS 

 
May 29 
Main Speaker:  Adam Bodzioch is travelling from Adelaide especially 
to do a presentation on ‘Intergenerics’ for us. He is a BSI Director & is President of the 
South Australian Bromeliad Society Inc.  Adam did a presentation on Intergenerics at the 
Australian Conference in Adelaide and he has very kindly offered to come to Queensland to 
deliver an updated version of this presentation.  We are very honoured to have Adam and 
his wife Wendy attend this meeting and speak to us. 
Feature Speaker: John Catlan – ‘Variegation in Bromeliads & other Plants’ 
 
June 25 
Main Speaker: Bruce Dunstan will give us a Power Point Presentation on ‘ Alcantareas’. 
Feature Speaker: Neville Ryan will be bringing a collection of ‘Show and Tell Tillandsias’ and 
he will also do a ‘Question and Answer’ session on all things pertaining to growing and 
maintaining Tillandsias. 
 
July 23 
Main Speaker: Lou Randall will give us a photo presentation on ‘Agaves’ plus discuss 
aspects of growing agaves & other succulents in the garden. He has a large garden in 
Caboolture & is a member of the Cactus & Succulent Society of QLD. 
Feature Speaker: Member Paul Boland will be talking about ‘Dyckias’ & how best to grow 
them ideologically. 
 
August 27 
Main Speaker: Becky Trevor will speak about one of her favourite genera ‘Mini 

Neoregelias’. Becky is Manager of the Olive Branch Bromeliad Nursery. They have an 

extensive collection of mini Neoregelias & Becky will share some of these with us. 

Feature Speaker: Greg Aizlewood will give us his insight into ‘Growing Bromeliads from 

Seed’. He will take us through all the steps he uses to obtain successful germination of 

plants & their propagation.  

 

September 24 

Main Speaker: Greg Aizlewood will present Part II of his Power Point presentation of his 
‘Travels to Ecuador 2015’. 
Feature Speaker: Narelle Aizlewood will speak on ‘Preparing your Plants for Competition’. 
This will be a timely session with the GCSBS first Judged Show on 22nd October 2016. Narelle 
will explain what the judges will be looking for on the Show Bench & how members can 
better prepare their plants for competition. 
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SERIES II JUDGES SCHOOLS 

 
On Sunday 28 February 2016, I began Series II of the 
B.S.I. Judges Schools.   
 
Members attending were Marjorie Bullen, Jennifer 
Laurie, Jeanette Henwood, Fely Anderson, Carole 
Solomon and John Hodgkinson (President of the 
G.C.S.B.S.) together with Peter Ball, Pam Butler and 
Barbara Murray.  Peter, Pam and Barbara are all 
members of the B.S.Q. and were involved with 

Series I of the B.S.I. Judges Schools but were very keen to repeat Series II.  So with nine 
interested members attending, it made for an interesting day with newer growers and also 
some more experienced growers able to lend their expertise. 
 
It was a busy day – lots of handouts with information relevant to the content of the agenda 
for the day.   
 
Schools will be run in accordance with the Bromeliad Society International and in line with 
the Agendas for Schools 1 – 6 as per The Handbook for Judges, Affiliates and Exhibitors – 
revised August 2012.  Scales for Points, Procedure for Point Scoring, BSI Judges,  
Introduction of the new Subfamilies formerly Pitcairnioideae (i.e.  Brocchinioideae, 
Lindmanioideae, Hechtioideae, Navioideae, Pitcairnioideae, and Puyoideae),  Hybrids, 
Intergenerics and Correct Nomenclature were all matters for discussion. 
 
I do hope that the members had an enjoyable day and learnt a little more about 
Bromeliads.  At every school we will be discussing presentation of plants for the 
competition tables and this will enable us all to learn and give us confidence to table plants 
for competition at the General Meetings.    
 
I would encourage any interested members of the G.C.S.B.S. to come along for the day to 
see just how the schools are being run and broaden your knowledge of Bromeliads.  You will 
be very welcome. 
 
Next School is on Sunday 25 September at 15 Royal Palm Drive, Steiglitz 4207. Contact 
Phone number is 07-55461161 or Mobile 0418193628.  Morning Tea will be provided but 
members will need to bring their own lunch. 
 
Narelle Aizlewood. 
 
Photo above: Neoregelia ‘Bob & Grace’ exhibited by Richard Phillips at the 27th Feb PYBPF 
Competition.                                        
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Some of our Volunteers 

           

  Anna & Wendy on checkout                Ruth & Rosie organize the raffle 

  

 Diane who is assistant secretary & prints the Bromlink      Carole & Jen on checkout 
         

  

 
Jennifer & Jan run the library                    Gwen on Members’ Services + committee 
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Keryn & Dave on the front desk ‘Meet & Greet’           Monica runs the canteen    

 

 

 
 
Left: Phil Sargent’s photo of Carole & 
Ruth at the Helensvale Plaza.  
 
 
Below: Broms in Allan Roberton’s garden 

 
 
 
 

 
 

MEMBERS PHOTOS 

Bus Trip 21
st
 May 

 
*A reminder that you can invite your (non member) friends on this trip. 

Also you will need good footwear for the Kerkins’ Garden. 
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Facebook & the GCSBS 
 

We have had a Facebook group page for a few years that can be seen only 
by the GCSBS members who have asked to be part of that private group. It 
contains posts and photos of people and their plants. These posts have 
been submitted by members. You can find the group page at 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/GCSBS/ - but you won’t be able to see 

any of the posts until you click on the Join button near the top of the page 
and are accepted by the moderator of the page.  
 
Recently, we started a public Facebook page for the GCSBS. This was done to raise the 
profile of our society among the wider community. You can find this public page at 
https://www.facebook.com/gcsbsincpublic/  You can “join” this page at any time by clicking 
on the Like button near the top of the page. You will then get the GCSBS page posts on your 
Facebook page.  
 
We know already that this public page has had positive results, because a number of people 
who visited our display and sale at the Springwood Mall told us that they found out about 
the event on our public Facebook page. To find it, they would have searched Facebook for 
terms such as “bromeliads” or “bromeliad society”. 
 
You can also find our private group and our public page by typing “bromeliad” (without the 
quotation marks) into the Search window in Facebook. In the listing that appears, you will 
see our public page (Listed as a Non-Profit Organization) and our private group page (listed 
as a Secret group).   
 
We have rules about what we post on our public page. The main one is that we do not show 
any photo of any person without their permission, and we do not show any photo of a plant 
that can be identified as belonging to any particular person. A close eye is kept on that page 
to ensure that no unacceptable posts are on it – so far, there have been none. 
 
I know that many people are wary of Facebook, but surveys show that well over half of all 
internet users use some form of social media and that over 9 million Australians open 
Facebook each day. As long as you set your privacy settings at a high level – don’t put all 
your personal information on Facebook – and as long as you don’t click on links that you do 
not know the source of, there is little chance that you will have any problems.  
 
I also know that many people believe that Facebook is a waste of time and space; I happen 
to disagree with that view. I use Facebook to promote several organisations that I belong to, 
including the GCSBS, and to keep in contact with friends and relatives in Australia and 
overseas. I take great care that I post only information that I would not mind the world 
reading. I also use the private message facility built into Facebook frequently.  
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If you would like to know more about our Facebook presence, or if you have any problems 
with finding us on Facebook, please contact me, and I’ll do my best to help you get the best 
out of Facebook. 
John Hodgkinson 

 
 
We are thinking of two of our members Leith & Merrilyn Whitehead. Merrilyn had 

surgery recently & Leith is in respite care as she recovers.  

We wish Merrilyn a speedy recovery & look forward to their return to our society. 

 

 

 
PUT YOUR BEST PLANTS FORWARD 

A Monthly Popular Vote Competition 
Exhibitors in both the bromeliad & succulent section who are placed 1st two times will go up 

from the NOVICE division into the OPEN division.  

  
 

Left: Cereus monstrosus exhibited by Kathleen Henderson at the 27
th

 February competition 

Middle: Tillandsia ‘Eric Knoblock’ exhibited by Greg Aizlewood at the 26
th

 March 

competition 

Right:Guzmania conifera hybrid exhibited by Richard Phillips at the 26
th

 March competition 

NOTICES 
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PYBPF Pointscore Results 
 

Pointscore to Date 2015-2016 Popular Vote 
Competition 

 

    Bromeliads 
 

Succulents 
 Member Total Points Member Total Points 

Aizlewood, Greg & Narelle 16 Anderson, Fely 2 

Bragg, Berice 5 Braden, Gavin 16 

Bullen, Graeme & Marjorie 2 Bullen, Marjorie 6 

Burke, Carmen 3 Colley, Noreen 1 

Burrows, Jen 22 Dickson, Ruth 7 

Cameron, Mal 5 Hamilton, Viola 3 

Fowler, Jeanette 1 Hearn, Karl 1 

Gaddes, Pam 2 Henderson, Kathleen 3 

Grant, Bob 2 Henwood, Jeanette 3 

Grant, True 14 Laurie, Jennifer 5 

Kelly, Rosie & Rob 8 Mead, Monica 2 

Kukulies, Betty 1 Monk, Diane 1 

Laurie, Jennifer 7 Phillips, Richard 1 

Paterson, John 4 Tobiano, Jan 2 

Perske, Wendy 6 Wright, Peter & Noreen 23 

Phillips, Richard 2 

  Simpson, Keryn & Dave Boudier 6 

  Trevor, Len & Olive 4 

  Weston, Shane 2 

   
Results Competition 23rd April 2016 
 
Bromeliads 
 

1st - Narelle & Greg Aizlewood with Vriesea ‘Charlotte Joy’ 
2nd – equal Wendy Peske with Neoregelia ‘Tangerine’ 
          equal Jen Burrows with Neoregelia ‘Caroline’ 
3rd – Olive & Len Trevor with Neoregelia ‘Maria’ 
 

Succulents 
 
1st – Peter & Noreen Wright with Astrophytum quadricostatum 
2nd- Peter & Noreen Wright with Haworthia limifolia v. striata 
3rd – Jan Tobiano with Euphorbia milii prostrate 
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lants of the Month  

Members are encouraged to bring their specimens of these plants to the 
applicable month's meeting for brag/show and tell. Plants do not have to be in flower. 
We also grow for foliage! 
 

January Catopsis, Hohenbergia, Neoregelia & any Succulent 

February Aechmea, Billbergia & any Succulent 

March Tillandsia, Vriesea & any Succulent 

April Alcantarea, Cryptanthus, Neoregelia & any Succulent 

May Bromeliad Intergenerics, Guzmania & any Succulent 

June Quesnelia, Tillandsia & any Succulent 

July Dyckia, Hechtia, Puya & any Succulent 

August Aechmea, Orthophytum & any Succulent 

September Billbergia, Vriesea & any Succulent 

October Canistrum, Neoregelia, Nidularium & any Succulent 

November Any Bromeliad genera not previously featured & any Succulent. 

 
 

                           
 

 Many thanks to Narelle Aizlewood for the article on Exhibiting Bromeliads & the 

Judges’ Schools Report & to Kath Henderson for your article on Show Time 

Preparation for Cacti & other Succulents. 

 Thanks Phil Sargent & Allan Roberton for your photos. 

 Also thanks to John Hodgkinson for the information about the GCSBS Facebook & Jen 

Burrows for your proof reading. 

 Positive news! Our membership has increased this year. Will collate figures for the 

next Bromlink edition. 

EDITOR’S NOTES 
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We welcome these latest new & renewing members to our society. We hope you 
enjoy your time with us and encourage your participation in your group!  

UPCOMING SHOPPING CENTRE DISPLAY & SALES EVENTS 

 Mudgeeraba Market 
JUNE – 29 & 30  (to be confirmed) 

 Mudgeeraba Market 
                        JULY – 27 & 28 (to be confirmed) 

 Tweed Mall 
 AUGUST – 11, 12 & 13  (to be confirmed) 

 GC Show 
          AUGUST – 26, 27 & 28     

 

Members with 3 or more months' membership can add their name to the list of sellers for any of 
the above venues and dates. This register (Event Bookings) is available at the Member Services 

Desk each monthly general meeting. Of course there are certain guidelines to be followed when 
representing us at these venues. For more information please contact John Hodgkinson. 

 

New: Silvia Azevedo Nelson, Patricia Margaret Martyn, Barbara Mims, Shirley Grant, Jenni 

Fewtrell 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The aims of the society are:  
 

(A)   To stimulate interest in the conservation, and to promote the culture and 
development of succulents and bromeliads.  
 

(B)  To acquire and disseminate information regarding these plants and to 
encourage their production and propagation. 
 

(C)  To ban totally from our collection any such plants which become noxious. 
 

(D)  To enlighten members and the public on the dangers of cultivating certain 
noxious species. 
 

(E)  To give exhibitions, arrange field days, and other events, and to make such 
publications as are deemed desirable. 
 

(F)  To associate, affiliate or otherwise join or connect ourselves with similar 
bodies or societies. 
 

(G)  To make seeds and plants available to members under the control of the 
Society. 
 

(H)  To foster family membership and members. 
 


